
A�DIAMOND�IS��ALMOST��AS�RARE�AS�A�UNICORN� 
AS�UNIQUE�AS�YOUR�DNA��MOST�IMPORTANT�� 
IT�REPRESENTS�WHO�YOU�ARE�AS�A�COUPLE�� 
HERE’S�HOW�TO�FIND�THE�ONE�YOU’LL�LOVE� 

FOR�THE�REST�OF�YOUR�LIFE�

YOUR RING

From left: Emerald-cut diamond in 18-karat gold, $13,200, Single Stone; singlestone.com. Sapphire and diamond, price upon 
request, Kwiat; kwiat.com. Floating diamond, $5,700, Jade Trau; 212-964-7592. Diamond in 18-karat rose gold, $2,850 for  

the setting, Monique Lhuillier for Blue Nile; bluenile.com. Pear-shaped rose-cut diamond, price upon request,  
Fred Leighton; 212-288-1872. Emerald-cut diamond with pavé diamonds and black enamel, $3,615, Nikos Koulis; 212-753-7300.
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CUT

Cut refers to the 

sparkle factor—not 

the shape—of a  

polished diamond, 

graded from excel-

lent to poor. When 

a diamond is cut 

into a shape, like 

pear or oval, it’s 

done within specific 

parameters so that 

the facets interact 

with light for maxi-

mum blinginess.

DECODE�THE�
FOUR�C’S�TO�

LOCATE�THE�BEST�
DIAMOND�FOR�
YOUR�BUDGET

CARAT

The size or weight 

of a diamond is 

measured in carats. 

The average dia-

mond in an engage-

ment ring is one 

carat, or 200 milli-

grams (about the 

size of an Advil  

tablet). By contrast, 

Kim K’s stolen  

emerald-cut 

weighed 20 carats—

and reportedly  

cost $4.5 million.

The rose-cut diamond is all about

vintage vibes and subtle sparkle.

Finding the

Perfect

Stone

From left: Oval rose- 
cut diamond in 18-karat  

white gold, $7,260,  
Coast Diamond; coast 

diamond.com. Oval  
rose-cut diamond in 

18-karat gold, $11,400, 
Single Stone; single 

stone.com. Hexagon  
diamond in 14-karat  
white gold, $14,400, 

Emily P. Wheeler; emily 
pwheeler.com. Rose- 
cut-diamond cluster,  

$9,000, Jennie Kwon;  
212-964-7592. 

Opposite, from top: 
Emerald-cut diamond 

and sapphire in  
18-karat white gold, 

$4,900 for the setting, 
Beverley K; beverley 

k.com. Cushion-cut  
blue sapphire in  

platinum, price upon 
request, Uneek;  

uneekjewelry.com.  
Cushion-cut diamond 
and blue sapphires in  

platinum, $5,810 for the 
setting, Tacori; tacori 
.com. Blue sapphires  

and diamonds in plati-
num, $5,300 for the  

setting, Jack Kelége; 
jackkelege.com.  

Diamond and sapphires 
in 18-karat white gold, 

price upon request,  
Effy; effyjewelry.com.
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COLOR

Diamonds come in  

a spectrum of shades, 

but the rarest ones 

are colorless. Color 

is ranked on a scale 

from D—no color,  

the most expensive—

all the way to Z, 

which is visibly  

yellowish. Recently, 

so-called fancy  

colors—like pink,  

yellow, or chocolate—

have become  

popular. For those,  

the more saturated 

the color, the more 

valuable the stone.

CLARITY

Even a perfect- 

looking stone can 

have flaws—a.k.a. 

inclusions—like tiny 

black or white flecks 

or lines that occur 

naturally as the  

diamond forms in 

the earth. These 

minute imperfections 

determine clarity, 

which is rated on an 

intricate scale from 

flawless to included. 

The smaller, fewer, 

and less visible the  

inclusions, the higher 

the price.

P I C K 

Y O U R 

S H A P E

Round It’s the most 

popular shape and best 

highlights a diamond’s 

brilliance.

Oval This shape  

complements long,  

lean fingers. 

Emerald Its large facets 

showcase excellent  

clarity. (See: Beyoncé 

and Amal Clooney.)

Asscher A square  

emerald has an art deco 

feel. 

Cushion Created in the 

1800s, this vintage style 

is predominantly square 

with rounded corners.

Princess The broad, 

flat top and pyramidal 

shape make a stone 

look larger than it is.

Marquise This long, 

tapered style maximizes 

carat size.

Pear A round-marquise 

hybrid looks extra  

delicate on a light, thin 

band.

For a two-stone statement—and your “something blue”—add

a hint of sapphire.
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AISLE�

T H E  AV E R A G E  C O U P L E  spends $5,135, but rest assured, you can find a 

nearly-one-carat solitaire for as little as $1,500. What you buy will come down to 

how you prioritize the budget—be it the quality of the stone, the intricacy of  

the setting, or add-ons like baguettes or engraving. If you can’t afford any major  

bling now, go with a simple platinum or pavé band that offers room to grow  

(i.e., add a chunk of ice after the wedding, once your bank account is replenished).

Maximize

Blush-hued rose gold is feminine

yet more durable than yellow or white gold—

a.k.a. pretty with a purpose.

Clockwise from 

top left: Diamonds 

in 18-karat rose 

gold, $5,380,  

Kataoka; kataoka- 

jewelry.com. Rose-

cut diamonds, 

price upon 

request, Kwiat; 

kwiat.com.  

Cushion-cut  

diamond, $23,700, 

Nirav Modi;  

niravmodi.com. 

Diamond in 

18-karat rose  

gold, price upon 

request, David 

Yurman; david 

yurman.com. 

Your Budget
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band, you can splurge on your stone. 

But if you want an oval diamond 

flanked by baguettes, you’ll need to 

spread your dollars across all three 

stones, so you may have to compro-

mise on one or more of the four C’s.

When you’re ready to try on rings in 

a store, be mindful that “store lighting 

is meant to optimize a diamond’s 

appearance,” says NYC-based jeweler 

Stephanie Gottlieb. “To get a true 

sense of color, stand near a window 

and look at the stone in natural light.” 

Gottlieb also recommends smudging 

the stone with fingerprints, since 

some inclusions that are marked “not 

eye-visible” may pop once it’s dirty. 

(And as soon as you start wearing the 

ring, it’ll never be spotlessly clean.)

If your heart is set on a specific 

designer, check trunk-show sched-

ules to see if one will be in your area, 

advises Kristen Lawler-Trustey  

of Forevermark. “You’ll see a wide  

variety of styles and you can also  

take advantage of discounts.”

If you have a very clear idea of what 

you want, consider custom designing 

a ring with a private jeweler. Without 

the overhead of a storefront, you’ll 

often find better deals. You can also 

expect to be handheld, from an initial 

consultation to determine the ideal 

diamond at your price point to picking 

a stone and choosing a setting.

When shopping online, you’re  

able to scroll through hundreds  

of stones that can you can either buy 

loose (and take to a local jeweler)  

or order set in the band of your 

choice. Regardless of where you  

purchase, always request the official 

grading report and an appraisal  

so you can properly insure the ring.

Make a fashion-forward statement

with a floating stone in a minimalist setting.

From far left: Diamond in 18-karat blackened 
white gold, $9,850, Eva Fehren; evafehren 
.com. Diamond in 18-karat white gold, $3,200 
for the setting, Karl Lagerfeld; sayyeswith 
karl.com. Black diamond, $6,500, Jade Trau; 
212-964-7592. Rose-cut trillion diamond in 
18-karat green gold, $9,500, Michelle Fantaci; 
michellefantaci.com.

SEARCHING�FOR�
THE�RING�IS�FUN��

YOU�JUST�NEED� 
TO�DECIDE�ON�

YOUR�APPROACH��

Easy

Shopping

AISLE�

A S  W I T H  A N Y  major purchase— 

a condo, a car—it pays to do research 

when buying a ring. You can browse 

ready-made options at a local jewelry 

store or chain retailer (Tiffany & Co., 

Zales), design a custom ring with a  

private jeweler (like those found in the 

diamond district in some big cities),  

or virtually handpick one on Web sites 

like Blue Nile or Brilliant Earth.

First, click around online to see 

what styles you like and what’s in your 

budget. For example, if you die for a 

solitaire brilliant-cut round on a gold 
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AISLE

The clean-lined bezel setting accentuates all the sparkle 

on the surface.

NO�TWO�DIAMONDS�ARE�THE�SAME��PRICES�DIFFER� 
BASED�ON�CUT��CARAT��CLARITY��AND�COLOR��TO�GET�THE�

MOST�BLING�FOR�YOUR�BUCK��CONSIDER�THESE�TIPS�

Savings
Forgo a platinum 

setting in 

favor of 18-karat or 

14-karat white gold 

to save a few  

hundred dollars.

Pick a lower-clarity 

stone with a brilliant 

cut. Its many facets 

will hide imperfec-

tions, advises  

Lawler-Trustey.

Compromise on 

color and clarity to 

either get a larger 

stone or spend  

less (and put the 

money toward wed-

ding bands). 

Choose a 0.9-carat 

stone rather than 1 carat 

(or 1.9 carats instead 

of 2). The difference is 

nearly imperceptible but 

could save you as much 

as 20 percent.

Stone-Cold

From left: Gold stacker, $2,388, Grace Lee; gracelee.com. Bezel-set diamond  
cluster in 18-karat white gold, price upon request, Memoire; forevermark.com.  

Yellow diamond in 18-karat gold, $17,600, Tiffany & Co.; 800-843-3269. 
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I  WA S  P U T T I N G  A WA Y  laun-

dry when I happened upon what was 

surely going to be my engagement 

ring. Christian and I had been dating 

for three years; getting engaged was 

the obvious next step, though I hadn’t 

given it much thought. But when I 

saw the ring, floral centerpieces 

danced before my eyes. I was ready.

The next day, while Christian was at 

the gym, I couldn’t help myself. I pulled 

out the ring—a princess-cut diamond 

flanked by pink sapphires—and 

slipped it on my finger. I glanced in the 

mirror and practiced my surprised 

face. Pretty authentic, I told myself.

The following Monday, I sneaked 

into his drawer and decided to wear  

it to work. My colleagues’ enthusiasm 

stalled when I explained I wasn’t 

engaged (yet)—but before long, they 

were right there with me at fever 

pitch as I subscribed to bridal maga-

zines, picked out a wedding dress, 

and even booked a reception venue 

for the following summer.

As it turned out, I had to wait a  

while (though the ring, which I’d slip 

onto my finger every now and then, 

provided some consolation). Then the 

night came: Christian told me he’d 

planned a surprise date. I got my hair 

and nails done and announced to the 

office, “I’m getting engaged!” The sur-

prise turned out to be hockey tickets—

with no proposal on the kiss cam.

When we got home, I came clean.  

I told him I’d found the ring and had 

been patiently waiting for a proposal. 

I confessed that I’d been wearing  

it, that most of our friends and family 

had seen it. He was aghast, slightly 

indignant, and a little amused.  

He reminded me it was up to him to 

decide when to propose and up  

to me to decide whether to accept.

The moment finally came three 

months later, during a picnic meant  

to re-create our first date. He’d been  

planning it for a while and was just 

waiting for spring. To this day, our 

engagement is us to a T: I am still 

incredibly impatient, and I always  

push the envelope. Christian is a plan-

ner who relishes the details and won’t  

be rushed. As frustrating as it was  

then, it is these qualities in him that 

mean our Ikea furniture is perfectly  

assembled. That our children have  

the street’s best Halloween costumes.  

That by the time the proposal came,  

it was perfect in every way. And totally 

worth the wait. 

Sally Hepworth’s next novel, The Family 

Next Door, will be available in March.

AFTER�AN�ACCIDENTAL 
SOCK�DRAWER�DISCOVERY��

SALLY�HEPWORTH 
FOUND�AND�WORE�HER�

ENGAGEMENT�RING�LONG�
BEFORE�HE�PROPOSED

What’s more chic than black and white? Onyx or enamel 
nestled next to shiny diamonds.

From top: Diamonds and black enamel in 
18-karat white gold, $5,500 for the setting, 
Danhov; danhov.com. Art deco old-European- 
cut diamond and onyx, price upon request, 
Fred Leighton; 212-288-1872. 

Ring! 

Let
Impatience
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